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Abstract – There are never different types of physical time
arrows, but it is one and unique time arrow for our (We are
matter in the sense that when we add more mass increases
the total mass, can be termed as we are made of positive
matter) universe which is moving forward (say in positive
direction). What is assumed that psychological time arrow is
one kind of different time arrows is merely an illusion. It can
be described as a unique and one physical time arrow of our
universe has a very nonlinear cause and effect (The
Causality) relationship on psychology. The psychological
time arrow is the psychological anticipation of one and
unique physical time arrow for our universe, in other words,
one and unique physical time arrow governs on our
psychology through cause-effect relationship, the causality.
Our psychology tries to anticipate the present physical time
instant (one sample of discrete physical time is the physical
time instant) in the best possible way to make best possible
decision or result in the next time instant. That is the way our
psychology anticipates two successive time instants into a
cause and effect relationship, the causality. As the three
dimensional mass and the single dimensional energy are two
different facets of the same thing, the three dimensional space
and the single dimensional physical time also two different
facets of the same thing. Also as energy and mass can be
smoothly transformed to one another, similarly space and the
physical time can have smooth transformation to one
another.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND THE THEORY OF
DETERMINISM

The conceptual definition and understanding of the
properties of physical time, both qualitatively and
quantitatively is of rigorous difficulty and of importance
as it plays central and fundamental role of all physical
processes [1-3]. Human brain stores billions of time
instant’s psychological anticipations through a selection
process. Many physical time-instant’s anticipations cause
a meaningful event for us. And we store these meaningful
events with a rating through a selection process. It is
analogy to many biological processes like, for example,
conception of a single sperm out of billions of sperms
ejaculation, we term it a process of natural selection but
because we do not know which sperm will be able to
conceive, we call it a random process, and for this we are
always rely on probabilistic solution. For the physical
time, it is purely deterministic process, but in some
processes, our obscure and incomplete psychological
anticipations of physical time make it a probabilistic
process for us because of not having pure and clear
meaningful event or solution. Because of our limited
psychological abilities and vague psychological
anticipations, numerous random processes can be

exemplified, like noise interference, White noise, roll of a
dice, quadrature modulation process, random oscillators,
wind waves etc. Any physical process is a completely
deterministic process; there never lies any probability or
probabilistic solution. All we need a psychologically
vague or lightly clear physical process to convert into a
completely clear and meaningful process to transform a
probabilistic solution into a completely deterministic
solution. In the present state of human being, it is very
highly unlikely to make all events into completely
meaningful events, in other words, completely
deterministic solutions of all events. One way to make it is
to set up a link with our anti-selves to extract information
of our future time instants, because our probabilistic
futurity is their one and unique definite history. The
second option would be to experiment whether futuristic
definite anticipations of physical time is possible or not,
all by us without intervene into anti-selves Universe, if it
is possible, need to search for the mechanism to convert a
probabilistic solutions to deterministic solutions of
physical time. It is not totally impractical to assume that
there is a ‘Paradise of Knowledge’ in our universe and we
need a link to extract the required information that will
serve our purpose. Our inherent ability generally cannot
anticipate futurity of the physical time. But it is also not
very impractical to assume that a part of our brain remains
idle which causes the inability to anticipate futurity of the
physical time. According to Gregor Johann Mendel, the
father of Modern Genetics, proposes many hypotheses on
heredity.  Excellent example, a giraffe’s long neck is a
perfect adaptation to the animal’s natural habitat. Similarly
human beings lost their tail due to lack of use of it.
Numerous examples can be cited to boost the hypothesis
that more use of a body part makes it stronger and lack of
use makes it weaker ended up in an inactive organ.
Similarly, if human beings try to anticipate futurity of the
physical time, heretically we might achieve it, and thus, it
can be a feasible idea to transform ourselves from
psychologically probabilistic processes to the completely
deterministic processes. Proper, linear psychological
anticipations of the physical time are necessary to
establish the theory of determinism.

II. EFFECT OF CAUSALITY ON PSYCHOLOGY

Any recognizable event consists of many physical time
instants is stored in our brain according to a selection
process. It is so selective that almost all the events are
getting obscuredfrom our brain as time progresses and
wiped out after a considerable amount of time. Very rare
but effective events that we memorize very long are the
defining events of our life that very actively influences the
very present decisions. A mathematical model of the
selection process can be shown in the following form of
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mathematical formulation. Our psychology stores billions
of time instants anticipations through a selection process
which may differ from a minimum to a maximum, a good
resemblance is a normalized range of zero to one (0-1). A
psychological anticipation with normalized zero rating is
completely wiped out within very short duration and has a
zero or negligible influence on present decision. On the
other hand, a normalized one rating is a defining event on
present decision. All events with more than 0.5 rating has
very active participation on present decision. And these
ratings are not static or constant with the physical time;
The ratings are so dynamic in nature that any new
effective or defining event can lower or make higher the
ratings of previously high rated events or vice versa. So,
the ratings are all of having dynamic values as the physical
time progresses in the forward direction and so, dynamic
ratings are function of the physical time; all most all of
this dynamic ratings or values get reduced with the
physical time too, very rare events boost their rating with
intervene of a new event. The psychological anticipations
of the physical time instants can be stored in the brain are
not of same weighted value. Some psychological
anticipation may have more or less weighted values than
the others. The next psychological anticipation is based on
present time instant anticipation and a collection of past
weighted anticipations of the physical time. Because of the
variation of weighted values of psychological anticipations
of the physical time, the psychology of different people
differs from one to the other.The result is a huge variation
in personality. Once the past weighted sum is completely
determined, the next anticipation can be completely
determined using the following relationship provided we
take care of infinite number of past physical time instant’s
anticipations. XN and XP are related in a cause and effect
relationship, the causality.
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Where XN is the anticipation of the next physical time

instant, XP is the anticipation of the present physical time
instant, XI are the anticipations of past physical time
instants where the sum goes from zero to infinity, a
positive I represents past-ness and the negative
Irepresents futurity. A zero (+) is some positive value very
close to zero, but never zero, because at zero, the time
instant is the present physical time instant. δI is the
normalized weighting Factor that varies from minimum
zero to maximum unity (0-1). For XN to be completely
deterministic, first, we have to take care of infinite
duration of past physical time instants and need proper
selection of weighted factor δI according to the influential
effect or rather simply the impact on the next physical
time instant (XN). δI must overcome a threshold value to
make a past time instant anticipation as anat least effective
enough physical time instant anticipation. Ideally δI has to
be 0+ to have minimum effect on the next physical time
instant (XN). If it is below the threshold value, the
anticipation can be termed as not weighted, implies that
not influential effect on the next time instant’s
anticipation.

III. THE RELATIONSHIP OF SPACE AND THE
PHYSICAL TIME

The Space and the physical time are the two facet of the
same thing. One can be smoothly transformed to the other.
The observable fact is that our Universe is expanding,
means the Universe is getting more spacious. How the
space is continuously created? Another observable fact is
that the physical time is moving forward direction means
our Universe is using the physical time spent to create the
extra space to be more spacious. And the Universe is
expanding to occupy the extra space that continuously
created at the edge of circumference of the universe. The
Physical time would be a straight line with real time line if
the physical time is absolutely total uniform everywhere in
the Universe. Because of the non-linearity in the physical
time spent at different space points, the net physical time
is a curvature. But the deformation of the physical time is
so small that the net physical time’s curvature is very good
approximation as a straight line, but never a straight line,
rather very gradual change of direction of the physical
time just to avoid the straight line. That is the reason the
universe needs billions of years to curve up in a loop.
Because of net physical time spent is very close to straight
line, the space created by the universe is uniform in the
macroscopic scale and that is the reason, the background
radiation looks uniform in any direction of the universe.
The universe is slightly nonlinear on a microscopic scale is
due to non-linearity in physical time spent, like time
dilation. During Big-bang, the tiny universe was totally
uniform with slightest of non-linearity, which effectively
ever increasing with the physical time spent by the
universe, we call it thermodynamic instability that ever
increases with the physical time spent to till date. The very
effect is density variation in space like scattered mass can
be exemplified like free space with slightest mass to earth
with massive mass making density variation seemingly
huge [4, 5]. The circumference of the universe can be
approximated as a circle at least on a macroscopic scale
with some deformation in microscopic scale due to non-
linearity of physical time spent at different space points.
During Big Bang, because the universe was so small with
infinite density [6, 7] and because the net physical time
spent is always very close to uniform, the same space was
created during the Baby universe tenure as it is now, made
the universe expansion vigorous in the early age of the
universe. Gradually, the rate of expansion become slower
and slower as the volume of the universe increased, at the
same time, the non-uniformity in the space due to
scattered mass caused entropy to increase in proportion of
the physical time spent [8-10] and now the universe is
expanding in a critical rate to avoid collapse due to
gravitational force [11,12]. The deformation of the
physical time due to gravity is so small that, it is a good
approximation that the universe is total uniform from any
arbitrary side [13, 14]. As long as the universe is spending
time, the equivalent space will be created; the universe
will expand to occupy the vacant space. The rate of
expansion of the universe will gradually slow down [15]
as the area of the universe is increasing to meet the space
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creation same as it was during Baby universe in proportion
of the physical time spent, and when the expansion will be
below the critical rate, the universe could collapse by
losing the space which, in turn, gaining the physical time
by the universe. The time elapsed by the Universe is
directly proportional to the space creation. So, the physical
time is the cause of space creation and the very reason of
Universe expansion. We can call it ‘smooth transformation
of time into space naturally’ or ‘natural transformation of
time into space’. If space is S and time is T, then total
space is constant times the physical time.

T = C  S
This is also true for our anti-universe where the reverse

transformation is going on. The anti-Universe is
contracting, means its space is getting lesser; transforming
space into the physical time with total space is constant
times the physical time. The mass can be described with
three dimensional space coordinates and energy can be
described with one dimension, means a three dimensional
mass can be smoothly transformed into single dimensional
energy and vice versa. Similarly, smooth transformation or
natural transformation of three dimensional space and
single dimensional physical time is also true. We can
never enter into the past. Because of the transformation of
physical time into space, past never exist into temporal
form to enter or manipulate. Future is the amount of time
preserved by our Universe. If we can increase the rate of
space formation, the rate of physical time spent can be
increased. If the spatial movement becomes zero, the
temporal movement will also become zero. So, an analogy
of space-time equivalence is mass-energy equivalence.
The space and the physical time have absolute features,
and independent of each other, only they relates with the
smooth transformation of one into another. For our
universe the physical time is smoothly transformed into
space. And for our anti-selves universe, the space is
smoothly transformed into the physical time. Because of
transformation, we cannot manipulate both past and future
either, neither we can change the forwardness of time, but
we can increase the rate of physical time spend by
increasing the space creation, which is infinitely unlikely
with the human ability at least at the present state. This
explanation may make us very pessimist, but any way
have to accept the reality that natural transformation is
independent of human intervention.

IV. CONCLUSION

There is only one and unique physical time arrow. The
psychological time arrow is the nonlinear anticipation of
the physical time arrow with the psychology. Space and
physical time, both have their own absolute properties.
One can be smoothly transformed to the other with natural
transformation. Human intervention on the transformation
is infinitely unlikely to be at the present state or near
future. The physical time’s absolute nature and properties
implies that we live in a highly deterministic Universe. All
physical processes can have deterministic solution, no
process works on probability or probabilistic solution. Our
complete and clear intuition to every process can convert

all probabilistic solutions into deterministic solutions. As
antimatter has a very volatile existence in our universe,
similarly, we must have highly volatile existence in anti-
selves’ universe. Human intervene is highly unlikely into
‘the natural transformation process of space and the
physical time’ in the universe, no matter it is mass- energy
transformation or space-physical time transformation. All
physical processes never work with probability. Given a
set of initial conditions of present-ness and past-ness, the
temporal and spatial variables can be completely solved to
determine the futurity. Randomness is an illusion when
our intuition is obscure and incomplete that cannot explain
the physical phenomena clearly, in other words, our
inabilities and lack of knowledge to evaluate underlying
secrets of the physical processes. Again alternative
histories are mere illusion and an extension of
imagination. Rather having many options in front elude us
to conclude of our highly decision making abilities but
because of past-ness, present-ness and futurity are
preserved and protected by the physical time, there can be
only one and definite history of any particle or matter.
Futurity can be totally tractable with proper intuition and
accurate knowledge of the present-ness and past-ness
states of initial conditions, thus we can establish the theory
of determinism.
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